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Europe LODGING

Stay Friday and Saturday at any participating Renaissance
Hotels & Resorts® in the UK and Continental Europe and
receive 50% off on Sunday when you pay with your Visa
card.
Renaissance Hotels & Resorts is an upscale, distinctive, sophisticated brand designed to enhance 
the enjoyment and productivity of our guests. Renaissance guests can expect stylish, comfortable 
environments; crisp, attentive, respectful service; and contemporary restaurants. Enjoy the warm, 
inviting ambience of Renaissance in over 140 properties worldwide.

This offer can be redeemed at participating Renaissance Hotels & Resorts in the following cities: Amsterdam (Holland), Brussels
(Belgium), Bochum (Germany), Chemnitz (Germany), Cologne (Germany), Düsseldorf (Germany), Hamburg (Germany), Kalsruhe
(Germany), Leipzig (Germany), Moscow (Russia), Munich (Germany), Naples (Italy), Paris (France), Prague (Czech Republic), 
Garmish-Partenkirchen (Germany), Salzburg (Austria), Samara (Russia), St. Petersburg (Russia), Vienna (Austria), Zurich (Switzerland),
Derby/Nottingham (UK), London (UK), Manchester (UK), Reading (UK) and Solihull (UK). To find out more or to book visit 
www.renaissancehotels.com, and enter promotional code ‘VSP’ in the corporate/promotion box. For a list of toll free numbers 
visit www.renaissancehotels.com and quote ‘VSCR’ for telephone reservations.

Terms and Conditions: Offer valid 1 July - 30 December 2005 for qualifying weekends only (Friday,
Saturday and Sunday). Three night stay required and rates include breakfast for two. Offer is subject to
availability and cannot be taken in conjunction with another promotion or discount. Black out dates may
apply. The promotion is not applicable to groups of 10 rooms or more. Advance bookings necessary.
Reservations must be booked and paid for with a valid Visa card. All taxes are the responsibility of the
purchaser. Offer void were prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. Offer redemption and fulfillment is 
solely the responsibility of the merchant making the offer. Visa reserves the right to modify or cancel this
offer at any time and without notice.

Renaissance Cologne Hotel


